
Day - 1

Telugu FL 1,2,4 







Telugu SL 1,2,3,4,5 





Hind - FL







Hind - SL




PHYSICS

1)  Draw the neat diagram 

of torch light on the chart 

(or ) on the thermocol sheet 

and display it in the class 

room.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Point out the continents 

and oceans in the world 

map.

Day - 2

English

Read one Akbar and Birbal 

Story and narrate it in your 

own words.

Biology

 Make a model of ball and 

socket joint.

Day - 3

Telugu FL 5,6,9 









 Telugu SL 678910





Hind - FL




Hind - SL




PHYSICS

1. How will you measure the 

area of your palm using 

graph paper?

Explain.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Write a short note on 

unity in diversity in India

Day - 4

English

Watch Tom and Jerry 

cartoon film write a letter to 

your classmate about the 

story.

Biology

Collect the information 

about different bones and 

joints in your body.

A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VI  CLASS

CHEMISTRY :

Prepare skill questions on lesson 10 & 11 (Text 

book)

Questions not be copied from course

Chemistry :

Prepare your own quiz questions for 20 M from 

lessons 5 & 7. 

(Questions not be copied from course material)

Maths :

Find the H.C.F and L.C.M of 2, 3, 4 by an activity

Maths :

Write a short notes about Srinivasa Ramanujan



A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VI  CLASS

Day - 5

Telugu FL 1013







 Telugu SL 11121314





Hind - FL






Hind - SL






PHYSICS

Where do you find 

reflection of light in your 

daily life ? Write few 

examples with pictures.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Write the importance of 

Pongal Festival in our 

state.

Day - 6

English

Write an essay on 

Sankranthi Festival.

Biology

Collect the information 

from your school library 

or internet about 

Sir. J.C. Bose who 

invented response to 

stimulus in plants. 

Note : Every student should take parent signature for each day and submit overall 5 days work to concern teacher after Pongal vaction

CHEMISTRY :

Draw neat lablled diagrams of separating 

techniques from lesson 7

(Minimum 4 diagrams)

Maths :

Solve the puzzle in page no 83 in your text book



Day - 1

Telugu FL 1,2,4 





Telugu SL 1,2,3,4,5 





Hind - FL










Hind - SL









PHYSICS

1) Visit your 

classmates houses. 

Find out

the meter readings 

of three months.

Record your 

observations. Ask 

your  parents about 

how electricity bill is 

paid?

SOCIAL STUDIES

Write a note on 

Krishnadevaraya’s 

contribution to 

Telugu literature

Day - 2

English

Prepare a chart on 

'Parts of Speech'

Biology

 Prepare a model of 

an ideal forest with 

natural vegetation.

A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VII  CLASS

CHEMISTRY :

Prepare skill questions on lesson 6 (Text 

book) 

Questions not be copied from course

Maths :

Do an activity about types of triangles by paper 

cutting method



A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VII  CLASS

Day - 3

Telugu FL 5,10,11 





Telugu SL  6,7,8,9  





Hind - FL





Hind - SL






PHYSICS

1) Make a model of 

anemometer and 

exhibit in the class 

room.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Draw the outline 

map of Andhra 

Pradesh and                             

locate the districts 

you know.

Day - 4

English

How do you 

celebrate Sankranthi 

narrate in your own 

words.

Biology

Prepare a paper 

presentation on 

conservation of 

forests.

Day - 5

Telugu FL 13,14 






Telugu SL 10,11,12,13 





Hind - FL







Hind - SL









PHYSICS

Make a model of 

periscope & exhibit 

it in your classroom

SOCIAL STUDIES

Write the importance 

of Pongal Festival in 

our state

Day - 6

English

Write any article 

from the news 

paper in form of 

handwriting.

Biology

Collect the pictures 

of forest products 

and stick them in the 

study material.

Note : Every student should take parent signature for each day and submit overall 5 days work to concern teacher after Pongal vaction

Chemistry :

Prepare your own quiz questions for 20 M 

from lessons 2 & 6. 

(Questions not be copied from course 

material) 

CHEMISTRY :

Draw the neat lablled diagrams of Rain 

gauge, Anemometer, Six maximum 

minimum thermometer

Maths :

Do an activity about fractions

Maths :

Do an activity about angle sum property of a 

triangle



Day - 1

Telugu FL 1,2,4 







Telugu SL 1,2,3 







Hind - FL








Hind - SL




PHYSICS

Collect the 

photographs of local 

musicians and exhibit 

them in your class

SOCIAL STUDIES

Write a note on 

your favourite 

freedom fighter of 

India.

Day - 2

English

Write an essay on 

'Festivals of India'.

Biology

Make a power 

point presentation 

on Air and Water 

pollution

Day - 3

Telugu FL 5,10,11 







Telugu SL 4,5,6 







Hind - FL






Hind - SL




PHYSICS

Make a battery from 

four lemons and test 

it with a LED in the 

circuit and exhibit in 

the class room.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Draw the outline 

map of India on a 

chart and  locate 

all states and 

union territories.

A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VIII  CLASS

CHEMISTRY :

Prepare skill questions on lessons 6 & 7 (Text 

book) 

Questions not be copied from course

Maths :

Do the activity in page no 33

in your text book



A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VIII  CLASS

Day - 4

English

 Write your favourite 

story in your own 

words.

Biology

Collect the 

information about 

the 

"Immunization" 

and prepare a 

paper 

presentation.

Day - 5

Telugu FL 13,14 







Telugu SL 7,8,9 







Hind - FL




Hind - SL






PHYSICS

1.Colour seismic 

zones in India out line 

map on the thermocol 

sheet.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Write a short note 

on Financial 

Resolution and 

Deposit Insurance 

Bill (FRDI)

Day - 6

English

Why do you like 

English? Give your 

reasons.

Biology

Visit a local 

authority and 

collect 

information about 

their role in 

community health 

Note : Every student should take parent signature for each day and submit overall 5 days work to concern teacher after Pongal vaction

Chemistry :

Prepare your own quiz questions for 20 M 

from lessons 4, 6 & 7.

(Questions not be copied from course 

material)

CHEMISTRY :

Make a pamplate with disadvantages of 

plastics and 4R principles display in our class 

room. (Use News paper cuttings)

Maths :

Try to solve the puzzle in page no 58 in your 

Text book

Maths :

Write a short notes on D.R Kaprekar



Day - 1

Telugu FL 1,2,4 




Telugu SL 1,2,3,4 





Hind - FL






Hind - SL






PHYSICS

1) Make a lactometer with ball 

point refill. What would you do 

to make the refill stand

vertically straight      

SOCIAL STUDIES

 Write an essay on organic 

farming

Day - 2

English

Write recipe of your favourite 

curry.

Biology

Prepare a Quiz on Bio-geo 

Chemical cycles and depletion 

of ozone layer

Day - 3

Telugu FL 5,6,9 




Telugu SL 5,6,7,8 





Hind - FL




Hind - SL




PHYSICS

You found the relative 

densities of some solids and 

some liquids by doing some

activities. List the solids and 

liquids in increasing order of 

relative density

SOCIAL STUDIES

Draw the outline map of India 

on a chart and  locate all states 

and union territories.

Day - 4

English

Read the Biography of Adbul 

Kalam. Make a note of his life 

style in a paragraph.

Biology

 Visit a doctor and find out the 

information related to 

digestion. Prepare a chart and 

display in your class room.

A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR IX  CLASS

CHEMISTRY :

Prepare skill questions on lessons 5 & 6 (Text book)

Questions not be copied from course

Chemistry :

Prepare your own quiz questions for 20 M from lessons 1, 2, 5 

& 6.

(Questions not be copied from course material)

Maths :

Try to solve the puzzle in

 page no 123 in your text book

Maths :

Try to solve the puzzle in

 page no 123 in your text book



A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR IX  CLASS

Day - 5

Telugu FL 10,11,15 





Telugu SL 9,10,11,12 





Hind - FL




Hind - SL




PHYSICS

Collect pictures showing 

various situation where 

potential energy possessed by 

an object depends

an its shape and position. 

Prepare a scrap book.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Write an essay on the impact 

of GST

Day - 6

English

Prepare five riddles to ask your 

friends after school reopens.

Biology

Prepare an article on anaerobic 

respiration to present in 

school's symposium.

Note : Every student should take parent signature for each day and submit overall 5 days work to concern teacher after Pongal vaction

CHEMISTRY :

Draw the neat lablled diagrams to show compressibility and 

diffusions. 

Maths :

Try to solve the 

puzzle in page no 70

 in your text Book


